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Eccentricity Effects on Acoustic Radiation from 
a Spherical Source Suspended Within a 

Thermoviscous Fluid Sphere 
Seyyed M. Hasheminejad and Mahdi Azarpeyvand 

Abstract-Acoustic radiation from a spherical source un- 
dergoing angularly periodic axisymmetric harmonic surface 
vibrations while eccentrically suspended within a therm- 
viscous fluid sphere, which is immersed in a viscous ther- 
mally conducting unbounded fluid medium, is analyzed in 
an exact fashion. The formulation uses the appropriate 
waveharmonic field expansions along with the translational 
addition theorem for spherical wave functions and the rele- 
vant boundary conditions to develop a closed-form solution 
in form of infinite series. The analytical results are illus- 
trated with a numerical example in which the vibrating 
source is eccentrically positioned within a chemical fluid 
sphere submerged in water. The modal acoustic radiation 
impedance load on the source and the radiated far-field 
pressure are evaluated and discussed for representative MI- 
ues of the parameters characterizing the system. The prc- 
posed model can lead to a better understanding of dynamic 
response of an underwater acoustic lens. It is equally a p  
plicahle in miniature transducer analysis and design with 
applications in medical ultrasonics. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

NALYTICAL solutions of interior or exterior boundary A value problems in various fields such as in potential 
theory, acoustics, and electromagnetism are severely lim- 
ited by the shape of boundaries. In particular, when mnlti- 
ple objects are present in a sound field, there is an acous- 
tical interaction between the objects due to cross scat- 
tering. Many researchers have studied the mutual inter- 
action between obstacles subjected to a primary acoustic 
field [1]-[14]. Acoustic interaction force between two fluid 
spheres in a plane acoustic wave field, including the first- 
and second-order scattered fields of the objects, is investi- 
gated in [l]. Likewise, the translational addition theorems 
for the spherical wave functions are used in [Z] to study 
scattering of sound waves at  arbitrary angles of incidence 
by two interacting impenetrable spherical objects in detail. 
Later on, the same researchers used the threodimensional 
elasticity shell theory to study acoustic scattering at ar- 
bitrary incidence by two fluid-filled spherical elastic shelh 
above their coincidence frequency 131. They also consid- 
ered acoustic scattering by a hard spherical body neai 
a hard flat boundary [4], by a thin spherical shell near 
a free (pressure release) surface 151, 161, and by an ideal 
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air-bubble near the sea surface 171. An exact formalism, 
which includes the symmetry conditions of the scatterer 
system, is developed in [SI with the aim of investigating 
acoustic scattering by two identical spheres. A shape per- 
turbation method is used in [9], [IO] to derive analytical 
expressions for the acoustic resonance frequency shifts in 
a hard- (soft-) walled spherical caused by introduction of 
an eccentric small inner sphere. An exact solution based 
on the classical modal series method for the problem of 
radiation loading on a spherical source freely suspended 
in a fluid-filled spherical cavity with a permeable bound- 
ary has been developed in [ l l ] .  The more closely related 
problem of acoustic radiation from a spherical source em- 
bedded eccentrically within an inviscid fluid sphere and 
vibrating with an arbitrary, axisymmetric, time-harmonic 
velocity distribution is analyzed in [lZ]. This configuration 
is proposed as an idealization of a spherical acoustic lens, 
with focal point inside the lens, when used as a sound pro- 
jector. In more recent papers [13], 1141, the latter analysis 
is generalized for a number of nonaxisymmetric spherical 
sources within the fluid sphere. 

Investigations of sound propagation and scattering witb 
allowance for various dissipation mechanisms, such as vis- 
cous and thermal losses snd complicated boundary or scat- 
terer models, have been reported in many papers [15], [16]. 
The most well known acoustic theory for heterogeneous 
systems is developed by Epstein and Carhart [17], Allegra 
and Hawley (181 (i.e., the swcalled ECAH theory). The 
ECAH theory takes into account the four most important 
loss mechanisms: viscous, thermal, scattering, and intrin- 
sic 1151. It can describe attenuation for a monodisperse 
system of spherical particles and is principally valid for 
dilute systems. The ECAH method is extended to scatter- 
ing by a free thermoelastic sphere submerged in a thermo- 
viscous fluid in [19]. Likewise, acoustic scattering from a 
spherical shell, including thermoviscous effects in the sur- 
rounding fluid and the viscoelastic losses in both core and 
shell material, is analyzed in [20]. In a more related work, 
acoustic radiation impedances for axisymmetric modal os- 
cillations of two neighboring spheres in a thermoviscous 
acoustic medium are calculated [Zl]. In the present pa- 
per, we undertake perhaps the simplest, detailed, acoustic 
analysis of eccentric multiple surfaces in a thermoviscous 
fluid. The principle objective is to investigate the effect of 
source eccentricity on radiation loading of (acoustic radia- 
tion from) a fluid-encapsulated sound projector immersed 
in a thermoviscous fluid. 
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11. FORMULATION Receiver 

Thermoviscous 
A .  Basic Equations and Field Ezpansions 

There are a seemingly endless variety of models avail- 
able now dealing with thermoviscous effects in acoustic 
wave propagation. The most exclusive model is based on a 
solution of the full set of basic governing equations, i.e., all 
terms in the linearized Navier Stokes equations are taken 
into account 1221. This inclusive treatment of thermoviscos- 
ity can greatly complicate the analysis because the fluid 
medium can then support shear and thermal as well as 
compressional modes, both of which must he accounted for 
in satisfying the boundary conditions at  the interfaces. The 
problem considered here is that of computing the acoustic 
field of a spherical source vibrating with a time harmonic, 
axisymmetric, arbitrary surface velocity and eccentrically 
positioned within a thermoviscous fluid sphere that is em- 
bedded in another viscous thermally conducting (bound- 
less) medium. The geometry and the coordinate systems 
used are depicted in Fig. 1. The classical Helmholtz decom- 
position expansion may be used advantageously to express 
fluid-particle velocity vector in the thermoviscous acoustic 
medium in terms of a compressional-wave scalar potent,iaI 
and a viscous-wave vector potential as [23]: 

~ i ~ .  1. problem geometry. 

where the subscripts c, t ,  and S denote compressional, ther- 
mal, and shear, respectively. In addition, 'P = 'PC + vt, and 
accurate approximations for kc, kt, and k,  are given as [24]: 

k , = -  l+ i -  -+ -+-  
(4) 

:( ;2(J" ' i r ' ) ) ,  
U = -V'P+V x *. (1) 

The governing equations for 'p3 @ and the excess temper- k , = ( l + i ) & &  ature T i s  then written as [221: 
k , = ( l + i ) m ;  

Y where Pr = &,/IC is Prandtl number and U = K/PC, is 

For axisymmetric motion in spherical coordinates, $ = 
(O. ,  O., $) and V is classical. Therefore, (1) yields for the 
radial and tangential velocities, and with 'p = 'pc + pt, 
the first of (2) and the first two of (3) yield for the excess 

K Y - 1 2 (2) the thermal diffusivity. -iwT = -V2T + -V 'p 

-iw* = UV2*, 
a P G  

where K is the thermal conductivity, C, is the specific heat 
at  constant volume, p is the mass density, p = 421/3+bb/p, 
U = p/p> is the kinematic viscosity, p is shear (dynamic) 
viscosity, pb is the bulk (expansive) viscosity, c is the adi- 
abatic meed of sound. a is the coefficient of thermal ex- 

temperature (211: 

pansion, = C,/C, is the specific heat ratio, C, is the 
specific heat at constant pressure; and because the source 
is supposed to undergo timeharmonic surface oscillations 
with angular frequency w ,  harmonic time variations are as- 
sumed throughout with e-iwt dependence suppressed for 
simplicity. 

The above governing equations may he algebraically 
manipulated to yield Helmholtz-type equations 1221: 

where 

( 0 2  + k:) 'pc = 0,  

( 0 2  + k:) 'Pt = 0, 
(V2 + k:) * = 0, 

(3) 

( 5 )  
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In addition, the classical relations for radial and tangential 
stresses and heat flux may be used to yield the following 
potential-based expressions [25]: 

UT7 = iwpp 

Mathematically, the dynamics of the problem may be 
expressed in terms of appropriate expansions. Accordingly, 
the velocity and temperature perturbations of the source 
surface, which are assumed to he symmetric about the z- 
axis but otherwise arbitrary, may be written as [21]: 

m 

f'(81,w) = ~ f ' , ( w P n ( c 0 s 8 d ,  

where Pn is Legendre polynomial, Pi  = -(d/d8)Pn, and 
for a prescribed velocity and temperature distributions, 
Fourier coefficients W,(w), V,(w), and t ( w )  are known. 

The interior fluid is denoted as region I, and the outer 
medium is denoted as region I1 (Fig. 1). In region I, the 
possibility of both incoming and outgoing (standing) waves 
exists, and in region I1 only outgoing waves are possible. 
Therefore, the solution of the Helmholtz equations for the 
acoustic velocity potentials in the fluid sphere may be r e p  
resented by: 

n=0 

m 

1 [enhi')(ksrl) + fnhi2)(k,rl)] Pi(cos81), 
"=I 

where h i )  and h!? are spherical Hankel functions of the 
first and second kind [26], respectively, and a,(w) through 
f , (w) are unknown modal coefficients. Similarly, keeping 
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in mind the radiation condition, the outgoing solution can 
be expressed as: 

where the asterisks refer to the acoustic parameters in the 
(outer) fluid medium 11. 

B. Addition Theorem and Boundary Conditions 

Many radiation and scattering problems involve waves 
of one characteristic shape (coordinate system) that are in- 
cident upon a boundary of some other shape (coordinate 
system). So it is difficult to satisfy the boundary condi- 
tions on that surface. To circumvent this difficulty in the 
current problem, one needs to express the spherical wave 
functions of the (r1,81:291) coordinate system in terms of 
spherical wave functions of the (r2, 82,292) coordinate sys- 
tem through application of the classical form of transla- 
tional addition theorem for bispherical coordinates [27]: 

X,(kr1)P,E(cos81) = 
m 

where X, is one of the spherical Bessel functions of order 
n. and 

in which 8, is the angle between the 0 1 0 2  line and the 
z axis. Noting that there is a common z-axis in the cur- 
rent configuration (Fig. l), we must set 80 = 0 in (12). 
Furthermore, bEAo = (nX00 I mO)(nX&O I m ~ ) ,  in which 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are defined as shown in (13) 
(see next page), where the summation must be performed 
over the non-negative values of z that make all factorials 
involving z to be greater than or equal to zero. 

Incorporation of the above addition theorem in (9) al- 
lows us to translate the wave components of the first coor- 
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-1 
x (2 + n - nz + ml)!(nl - ml - z ) ! ]  ] (13) 

dinate system in terms of spherical wave functions of the 
second coordinate system, i.e.: 

d ( T z ,  0 2 , ~ )  = 

where 

The unknown modal coefficients a,@) through .,(U) 
must be determined by imposing the suitable boundary 
conditions. Correspondingly, the continuity of radial and 
tangential velocity components, and the perturbation in 
temperature at the surface of the source require that: 

w(&,w) =u:(r1 = a , & , w ) ,  

v ( h , w )  = a,&,w) ,  (16) 
T ( o l , w )  = T(r1 = a,o1,w) = 0, 

where the perturbation in temperature at  the surface of 
the source is assumed to remain zero, because in many a p  
plications the thermal conductivity of the radiator (scat- 
terer) greatly exceeds that of the surrounding acoustic 
medium. Similarly, the continuity of the normal and tan- 
gential velocity components, temperature, heat flux, and 

normal and tangential stress components at  the fluid in- 
terface demands that: 

u7 (rz = b,Oz,w) = u:(rz = b , 0 2 , w ) ,  

urr(rz = b,Bz ,w)  = &(rz = b , & , w ) ,  

Ua (rz = b,Bz ,w)  = u;(rz = b,Bz,w),  

u?a(rz = b , & , w ) = ~ ~ ~ ( r z  = b , & , w ) ,  
T"(rz = b,Bz ,w)  =T'(rz = b ,&,w) ,  

q'I(r2 = b,&,w) = ql(rz = b : @ ~ , w ) .  

I 1  

I I  

I1 

I1 (17) 

Now the unknown modal coefficients can he determined 
by using the translational addition theorem in the stated 
boundary conditions. Therefore, using expansions (8), (9), 
(lo), and (14) in the boundary conditions (16) and (17), 
we obtain (18) (see next page). 

C. Modal Acoustic Radiation Impedance 

The fluctuating fluid stresses on the surface of the vi- 
brating source constitute its radiation loading. The radia- 
tion loading on the spherical surface excited in vibrational 
modes of various order (i.e., monopole, dipole, quadrupole, 
and other multipololike radiators), as described through 
an acoustic radiation impedance matrix, may be deter- 
mined in a few simple steps as follows [21]. First, from (9) 
and the first two of (7), the modal components of the nor- 
mal and tangential stresses on the surface of the source are 
expressed as shown in (19) (see page 1449) which can be 
put in the truncated matrix form: 

U = S(ro,w)c, (20) 

where S is a (2N + 1) x (QN + 6) rectangular matrix that 
contains the coefficients multiplying the modal parameters 
a,, through fn in the modal stress relations (lQ),  and: 

N .  1 
= [OR, . ., Orrr UFO, u;o>. . . , U21 3 

T c = [ao,al , .  . . , a ~ ;  bo, b l , .  . . , b,v; . . . ; X O , X I , .  . . ,XN] . 
(21) 

Next, the truncated systems of (18a) through (18i) are 
advantageously put in the matrix form: 

u = R(ro, w)c ,  (22) 
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in which R is a (9N + 6 )  x (9N + 6) square matrix whose 
elements are the coefficients multiplying the modal param- 
eters U” through z, in the boundary conditions (18), and 

where the modal acoustic impedance matrix Z(ro ,w)  is 
given by: 

U = [Wo,wl,. . . , W N ;  &, . . . ,vN; o.,o., . . . ,0.IT. z ( r o , w )  = S ( ~ O , ~ ) R - ’ ( Q , W ) ,  ( 2 5 )  

(23) where each element of the above fully populated (QN - 
3) x (9N - 3) impedance matrix may beneficially be put 
in terms of a resistive and a reactive component as (281: 

Incorporating (22 )  in (20), the column vector containing 
the modal surface stresses can he expressed conveniently 
in terms of modal surface velocities as: 

z , ~ ( T o , w )  = T ~ ~ ( T o , w )  ~ iwmnm(ro,w). (26)  
U = Z ( T O , W ) U ,  (24) 
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TABLE 1 
PARAMETER VALUES USED IN CALCULATIONS 

parameter Water FC-75 
~~ 

c ( 4 s )  149700 61377 
P (g/cm3) 0.997 1.73 
~l k/cm $1 0.00894 0.0079 
Ilb ( d c m  5 )  0.0250 0.0079 
C, (erg/gDK) 4.179 x 10’ 1.044 x lo7 
C, (erg/gOK) 4.138 x lo’ 1.038 x lo7 
a ( O K - ’ )  0.000257 0.001799 
6 (dyn/s’K) 59500 6398 

111. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

In order to illustrate the nature and general behavior 
of the solution, we consider a numerical example in this 
section. Realizing the large number of parameters and the 
very intense computations involved here, no attempt is 
made to exhaustively evaluate the effect of varying each of 
them. The intent of the collection of data presented here 
is merely to illustrate the kinds of results to be expected 
from some representative and physically realistic choices of 
values for these parameters. Rom these data some trends 
are noted and general conclusions are made about the rel- 
ative importance of certain parameters. Keeping in view 
the availability of numerical data, we shall confine our at- 
tention to a particular model. The surrounding ambient 
fluid is assumed to be water at atmospheric pressure and 
300 degrees Kelvin. The interior fluid is selected as “Flu- 
orinert” chemical FC-75 (3M, St. Paul, MN). The source 
is assumed to be of dimension a = 0.lb = 0.0lcm, which 
can vibrate in pulsating (n = 0) or oscillating (n  = 1 )  
modes. The numerical values for the input parameters, 
which are used in the calculations, are summarized in Ta- 
ble I [29], [30]. Subsequently, a MAPLE code was con- 
structed for treating boundary conditions, to compute the 
modal impedance matrix, 2 = SR-’, and to calculate the 
far-field radiated pressure as a function of source eccen- 
tricity at  selected nondimensional frequencies, kb = wb/c. 
Derivatives of spherical Bessel functions were computed 
by using (10.1.19) and (10.1.22) in [26]. Noting the inca- 

pability of symbolic matrix inversion process in MAPLE 
linear algebra library to invert relatively large matrices, 
an independent MAPLE code for numerical matrix inver- 
sion using Gauss-Jordan (GAUSSJ) elimination with full 
pivoting based on subroutine GAUSSJ in section 2.1 of 
[31] was constructed. In addition, because the inaccurate 
MAPLE computations for Legendre functions of nonzero 
order, a MAPLE code based on FUNCTION PLGNDR in 
section 6.6 of [31] was worked out. The computations were 
simultaneonsly performed on about 30 Pentium 111 per- 
sonal computers with a truncation constant of N = 40 to 
assure convergence in the high-frequency range and in case 
of high-source eccentricity. Consequently, over 20000 com- 
puter hours had to be spent to obtain the final numerical 
results. Moreover, to examine thermoviscous effects more 
systematically, an additional MAPLE code was developed 
for solving the corresponding ideal (inviscid) fluid prob- 
lem. It was successfully tested by accurately reproducing 
all the numerical results presented in [U]. 

Figs. 2 through 5 present the effect of source eccen- 
tricity on the inertial and the resistive components of the 
modal acoustic impedance for the source vibrating in n = 0 
and n = 1 modes at  selected nondimensional frequencies 
kb =lo, 20. Comparison of these figures leads to the fol- 
lowing important observations. First, we note greater vari- 
ations in modal resistance and inertia values at kb = 20 
relative to the lower kb = 10 frequency. Second, we ob- 
serve fairly higher (lower) modal resistance (reactance) 
overall magnitudes at  kb = 20 for almost all source ec- 
centricities and for both modes of source oscillations as 
compared to the kh = 10 case. Moreover, there appears 
to be a relatively high peak (primary focal point) in the 
modal resistance curve at  kb = 20 near the source eccen- 
tricity of r,/b = 0.7 for dipole (monopole) oscillations in 
the thermoviscous (ideal) fluid. This simply suggests that 
a comparatively higher sound power radiation at the noted 
source eccentricity is to be expected. Ultimately, we make 
the important observation that the full inclusion of fluid 
thermoviscosity has lead to a general increase in the re- 
sistive and reactive components of the modal impedance 
values for most source eccentricities and for both modes of 
source oscillations, especially at kb = 20. 
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Dipole (n = 1) 
3 n 

- thermoviscous, kb = 10 '; 
U ' :  -ideal fluid, kb = 10 

- . - thermoviscous, kh = 20 : . 
. .*--ideal fluid, k b = 2 0  * .  

z 

rF 

. I  , .  
, .  

P . 
k -ideal fluid, kb = 10 

8 2  

B 

5 1  

* .- 
- 
(D 
m 

, .  . .  . .  . .  I .  
-e' 

0 

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Eccentricity, ro/ b 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Fig. 2. Effect of source eccentricity on the resistive component of the 
modal acoustic radiation impedance load upon the pulsating source 
at selected nondimensional frequencies. 

Eccentricity, r, I b 

Fig. 4. Effect of source eccentricity on the resistive component of the 
modal acoustic radiation impedance load upon the oscillating source 
at selected nondimensional frequencies. 

-thermoviscous, kb = 10 

..o..idealfluid, k b = 2 0  

. .  , .  
.' . . ---ideal fluid, kh =20 Q. ! 

.....d 

o i  
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Eccentricity, q l  h 

Eccentricity, r,l b 
~~ 

Fig. 3. Effect of SOUICB eccentricity on the reactive component of the 
radiation impedance load upon the pulsating s o u ~ ~ B  

a t  selected nondimensional frequencies. 
Fig. 5. Effect of source eccentricity on the reactive component of the 
modal acoustic radiation impedance load upon the oscillating source 
at selected nondimensional frequencies. 
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kb = 10, monopole (U = 0) 
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1.6E-07 
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U 
R . 
a 
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- 
d 
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.y 8.OE-08 
B 
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a - 
01 

x 
YI .- 
t 
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O.OE+OO 

- thermoviscous, 0 = 0 
--ideal fluid, 0 = 0 
- - - thermoviscous, 0 = n 
..o..idealfluid,O=n n 

6.E-OS 

U 
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a 
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5 
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.: 3.E-08 
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0, 

VI 

a 

01 

x 
VI .- 
t 
0 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Eccentricity, rnl b O.E+OO 

Fig. 6 .  Influence of source eccentricity on the on-axis radiated far- 
field acoustic pressures for the source vibrating in n = 0 mode at  
kb = 10. 

Figs. 6 through 9 display the influence of source eccen- 
tricity on the on-axis radiated far-field acoustic pressures 
[12] (i.e., at 0 = 0, n), in which the source vibrating in 
n = 0 and n = 1 modes at  the selected dimensionless wave 
numbers. The far-field value of the radial coordinate in 
each case is simply chosen by making several computer 
runs while seeking for the convergence of the radiated 
pressure. The choice of r, = 20b(= 2cm) is found to 
be adequate for all cases. It is very informative to study 
the change in the on-axis output of the radiated waves as 
the source eccentricity is varied. We first note a distinc- 
tively lower on-axis pressure magnitude in the thermovis- 
cous fluid as compared to the ideal fluid case in all figures. 
Next, we notice that the monopole on-axis pressure curves 
are less oscillatory with a larger overall magnitude and 
generally one main focal point in contrast to the dipole 
pressures with normally two comparable maxima (i.e., a 
primary and a somewhat smaller secondary focal point). 
We further see that, unlike the kb = 20 case, the on-axis 
thermoviscous pressure curves at kb = 10 are almost iden- 
tical in shape to the corresponding ideal fluid results (i.e., 
they share the same focal points). 

Figs. 10 through 13 exhibit the angular distribution of 
the radiated far-field pressure for the source vibrating in 
n = 0 and n = 1 modes at  selected source eccentrici- 
ties and nondimensional wave numbers. The eccentricity 
values marked by ''t" correspond to the primary focal 
points of the on-axis radiated far-field acoustic pressures 
at  0 = 0 as observed in Figs. 6 through 9. Here, we first 
note that the sharpness (narrowness) of the main lobe dra- 
matically increases when the source is placed at a primary 

kb = 10, dipole (n - 1) 

- thermoviscous, 0 = 0 
+ideal fluid, 0 = 0 
. - - thermoviscous, 0 = n 
..o..ideal fluid, 0 = II 

... 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Eccentricity, rnl  b 

Fig. 7. Influence of source eccentricity on the on-axis radiated far- 
field acoustic pressures for the source vibrating in n = 1 mode at  
kb = 10. 

6.E-07 
U . e4 

Q 

a 
- 
- c 
L a 

kb = 20, monopole (n = 0) 
--fhermoviscous, 0 = 0 
-ideal fluid, 8 = 0 
- - - thermoviscous, 0 = YI 
. - o -  ideal fluid, 0 = n 

c a 
d 3.E-07 
I 
U 

YI .- x z 
0 

O.E+OO 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 

Eccentricity, rnl b 

Fig. 8. Influence of source eccentricity on the on-axis radiated far- 
field acoustic pressures for the source vibrating in n = 0 mode at 
kb = 20. 
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I kb = 20, dipole (n=l) ME47 4 
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Fig. 9. Influence of source eccentricity on the on-axis radiated far- 
field acoustic pressures for the source vibrating in n = 1 mode at 
kb = 20. 
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Fig. 10. Angular distribution of the radiated far-field pressure for the 
monopole source at selected focal points and kb = 10. 
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-2.0 

Fig. 11. Angular distribution of the radiated far-field pressure for the 
dipole source at selected focal points and kb = 10. 
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-1.5E-07 

Fig. 12. Angular distribution of the radiated far-field pressure for the 
monopole source at selected focal points and kb = 20. 

-7.0 -07 

Fig. 13. Angular distribution of the radiated far-field presssure for the 
dipole source at selected focal points and kb = 20. 

focal point. At kb = 10, thermoviscous pressure patterns 
have characteristically lower magnitudes but they are very 
similar in shape to the corresponding ideal fluid patterns. 
When the dimensionless wave number is doubled (i.e., for 
kb = 20), the directionality of the radiated waves enhances 
and sharper (lateral) side lobes begin to appear, especially 
in the ideal fluid case. We also observe that, as the source 
is moved to the left along the negative z-axis, forward ra- 
diation (along positive z-axis) generally dominates in both 
thermoviscous and ideal fluid mediums. And, to show over- 
all validity of the work, we take advantage of the thin 
boundary layer concept [21] by increasing the size of the 
source and the fluid sphere ahout 100 times and executing 
our main (thermoviscous) code with the same input data 
used in Figs. 6 and 8 of [lZ]. Excellent agreements were 
obtained, as displayed in Fig. 14. Here we note that each 
curve is normalized to its corresponding value when the 
source is in an infinite medium; therefore, this impedance 
is denoted as relative impedance. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

An exact study on radiation of an acoustic field due to 
modal vibrations of a spherical source, eccentrically posi- 
tioned within a thermoviscous fluid sphere, into an exter- 
nal boundless viscous thermally conducting fluid medium 
is offered. The solution of the problem is systematically ob- 
tained by making use of the appropriate translational ad- 
dition theorem in imposing the pertinent boundary condi- 
tions. The numerical results reveal the important effects of 
excitation frequency, mode of vibration, and eccentricity of 
the source on the modal impedances and the radiated far- 
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Fig. 14. Variation of relative impedance with source position at 
kb = 11.5 (pc/p' c* = 0.71, c/c* = 0.41; monopole: a/b = 0.01; 
dipole: a/b = 0.05). 

field pressures. They also demonstrate the central role of 
fluid thermoviscosity in the general increase of (reduction 
in) the modal impedance component magnitudes (the on- 
axis radiated far-field acoustic pressure amplitudes). The 
presented exact solution can serve as the benchmark for 
comparison to other solutions obtained by strictly numer- 
ical or asymptotic approaches. 
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